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Mark schemes

(a)     g.p.e. = mass × gravitational field strength × height

accept Ep = mgh
1

1.

(b)     Ep = 50 × 9.8 × 20
1

9800 (J)

allow 9800 (J) with no working shown for 2 marks

answer may also be correctly calculated using W = Fs

ie allow W = 490 × 20 for 1 mark

or answer of 9800 (J) using this method for 2 marks
1

(c)     7840 (J)

allow ecf from ‘11.2’
1

(d)     7840 = ½ × 50 × v2

1

 

allow  for this point

1

17.7(0875) (m / s)
1

18 (m / s)

allow ecf from ‘11.3’ correctly calculated for 3 marks

allow 18 (m / s) with no working for 2 marks

answer may also be correctly calculated using v2 – u2 = 2as
1

(e)     extension = 35 (m) and conversion of 24.5 kJ to 24500 J
1

24 500 = ½ × k × 352

1

40
1

allow 40 with no working shown for 3 marks

an answer of ‘16.2’ gains 2 marks

[11]
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(a)  chemical
1

equal to

allow the same as
1

in this order only

2.

(b)  

1

(c)  

1

W = 200 × 1800
1

W = 360 000 (J)
1

an answer of 360 000 (J) scores 3 marks

(d)  11 − 9.5 = 1.5 (m/s)
allow a change in speed between 1.2 and 1.5 (m/s)

1

 

allow an answer consistent with their change in speed

an answer of 16 (%) scores 2 marks
1

an answer that rounds to 15.8 (%) scores 2 marks

(e)  maximum speed is lower
1

because maximum power output of cyclist is constant

allow maximum force on pedals is constant
1

(but) additional work is done (against gravity)

do not accept additional work done against friction or air resistance

or
gravitational potential energy (of cyclist) is increased

1

[11]
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(a)  any three from:

•   no carbon dioxide emitted (to produce electricity)

no greenhouse gases is insufficient

•   doesn’t cause global warming
allow climate change or greenhouse effect for global warming

•   nuclear power doesn’t cause earthquakes
•   more energy released per kg of fuel (compared to shale gas)

3

3.

(b)  uranium
or
plutonium

ignore any numbers given
1

(c)  a neutron is absorbed by a (large) nucleus

a description in terms of only atoms negates first two marking points
1

the nucleus splits into two (smaller) nuclei
1

releasing energy (and gamma rays)
1

and (two / three) neutrons
1

[8]

(a)     4200

allow 2 marks for correct substitution
ie 6930 = 0.330 × c × 5.0

answers of 1050 or 840

or

correctly calculated answer from correct substitution of incorrect
temperature change

or

identification of temperature change ie 5 °C
gain 1 mark

3

J / kg°C

accept J / kg K
1

4.
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(b)     (in a metal) free electrons

to gain full credit the answer must be in terms of free electrons
1

gain kinetic energy

accept move faster
1

(free electrons) transfer energy to other electrons / ions / atoms

do not accept particles
1

by collision

allow a maximum of 2 marks for answers in terms of atoms / ions /
particles

•        gaining kinetic energy or vibrating faster / more

•        transferring energy by collisions
1

(c)     (air) particles spread out
1

(which causes the) air to become less dense / expand

do not accept particles become less dense
1

(so the) warm air rises

do not accept heat rises
particles rise is insufficient

1

(d)     large surface area

ignore references to type of metal or external conditions
1

black / dark (colour)
1

[13]
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(a)     any two from:

•        cost per kWh is lower (than all other energy resources)

allow it is cheaper

ignore fuel cost

ignore energy released per kg of nuclear fuel

•        infrastructure for nuclear power already exists

accept cost of setting up renewable energy resources is high

accept many renewable power stations would be needed to replace
one nuclear power station

accept (France in 2011 already had a) surplus of nuclear energy, so
less need to develop more renewable capacity for increased
demand in the future

accept France benefits economically from selling electricity

•        more reliable (than renewable energy resources)

accept (nuclear) fuel is readily available

ignore destruction of habitats for renewables
2

5.

(b)     any two from:

•        non-renewable

allow nuclear fuel is running out

•        high decommissioning costs

accept high commissioning costs

•        produces radioactive / nuclear waste

allow waste has a long half-life

•        long start-up time

•        nuclear accidents have widespread implications

allow for nuclear accident a named nuclear accident

eg Fukushima, Chernobyl

ignore visual pollution
2

(c)     0.48 (kW)

allow 1 mark for correct substitution

ie 0.15 = P / 3.2

an answer of 480 W gains 2 marks

an answer of 48 or 480 scores 1 mark
2
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(d)     the higher the efficiency, the higher the cost (per m2 to manufacture)

accept a specific numerical example
1

more electricity could be generated for the same (manufacturing) cost using lower
efficiency solar panels
or
(reducing the cost) allows more solar panels to be bought

accept a specific numerical example
1

[8]

(a)  risk of electric shock (if someone touched the case)
allow risk of electrocution (if someone touched the case)

1

6.

(b)  2530 = I × 230
this mark may be awarded if P is incorrectly / not converted

1

 

this mark may be awarded if P is incorrectly / not converted
1

I = 11 (A)

this answer only

an answer of 0.011 (A) scores 2 marks
1

an answer of 11 (A) scores 3 marks
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(c)  E = 2530 × 14
this mark may be awarded if P is incorrectly / not converted

1

E = 35 420 (J)

this answer only
1

35 420 = m × 4200 × 70

allow their calculated E = m × 4200 × 70
1

 

 
1

m = 0.12 (kg)

allow an answer that is consistent with their calculated value of E
1

[9]

(a)      (i)     0.75

allow 1 mark for correct transformation and substitution

ie 0.15 = 5
2

7.

(ii)     2

accept 1.5 ÷ their (a)(i) correctly calculated
1

(b)     any one from:

•        seasonal changes

accept specific changes in conditions

eg shorter hours of daylight in winter

•        cloud cover

accept idea of change

must be stated or unambiguously implied

eg demand for water will not (always) match supply of solar energy

do not accept figures are average on its own

do not accept solar panels are in the shade
1

[4]
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(a)  

1

m = 1.2 × 2.3 × 104

1

m = 27 600 (kg)

allow an answer of 28 000 (kg) or 2.8 × 104 (kg)

or

m = 2.76 × 104 (kg)
1

an answer of 27 600 (kg) scores 3 marks

8.

(b)  mass of air passing the turbine blades is halved which decreases kinetic energy by a
factor of two

1

(wind speed is halved) decreasing kinetic energy by a factor of four
1

so kinetic energy decreases by a factor of eight
1

allow power output for kinetic energy throughout

(c)  388 000 = 0.5 × 13 800 × v2

this mark may be awarded if P is incorrectly / not converted
1

this mark may be awarded if P is incorrectly / not converted

or

or

v2 = 56.2
1

v = 7.50 (m/s)

an answer that rounds to 7.50 (m/s) only
1

[9]

(a)     elastic potential
19.
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(b)     (i)      line is straight

accept line does not curve
1

(ii)     400

allow 1 mark for correct substitution of any pair of numbers correctly
taken from the graph e.g.160 = k × 0.40

2

newtons per metre or N/m

if symbols are used they must be correct
1

(iii)     300

allow 1 mark for correctly obtaining force on 1 spring = 100N
2

(c)     52

allow 2 marks for calculating change in gpe for 1 chin-up as 260 (J)
or for 12 chin-ups as 3120 (J)

an answer 4.3 gains 2 marks

allow 1 mark for correct substitution into gpe equation ie gpe = 65 ×
10 × 0.4 (× 12)

or

correct use of power equation with an incorrect value for energy
transferred

3

[10]
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